
Using Adlens TaskMaster
At the top of the rear lens are some tactile control 
ridges that allow you to easily slide   the lens to the 
3 pre-set positions.

Rest your thumb at the bottom edge of the front 
lens, and let your forefinger engage with the 
tactile control to slide the rear lens back and forth. 
Move both lenses at the same time to switch zones.

Position A - Outlook Position B - Social Position C - Personal

Distance ∞ 1.70m 80cm

70cm 50cm 35cm

temple side temple side temple sidenasal side nasal side nasal side
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Outlook zone
Distance vision for driving, watching TV or 
walking combined with the ability to see clearly 
at arms-length so you can see the dashboard, 
the remote controls or messages on your phone

70cm to
distance ∞

Position  A

70cm

distance 
∞



Social zone
Intermediate zone for meetings and eating.  
Allowing you to see the faces of the people 
around you as well as your laptop, the menu 
and the food on your plate. 

50cm to
1.70m

Position  B

50cm

1.70m



Personal zone
Designed for reading, computing and hobbies. 
Allows you to switch your vision onto the task 
at hand.

35cm to
80cm

Position  C

35cm

80cm



Cleaning and storage
Please do not use any harsh abrasives,
submerge the eyewear in water or use
ultrasonic cleaners.

Clean your eyewear with the soft cloth
provided and no abrasive lens cleaner. 

We recommend storing the eyewear in 
the protective case provided.

Quick cleaning guide - with lenses attached

Grip and pinch firmly the top and bottom  
of the lens pair with the forefinger and thumb.  

Clean front and rear surfaces gently using the lens 
cloth. Ensure the lenses do not slide to avoid  
scratching
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Deep cleaning method - with rear lenses removed
1. IMPORTANT. Align the rear lens  to Position B
in the middle position as shown.

2.Holding the top and bottom edge of the rear
lens, gently lift the lens vertically upwards. This
should disengage the mounting pins and allow you
to remove  the lens.

Place the detached lens down on a safe 
surface with the pins facing upwards.

1. 2.

SET TO

POSITION
B
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Cleaning the lenses
Remove rear lens before cleaning.  
Use the cleaning cloth provided.

 3.Hold the nose bridge between your  fingers. 
Wrap the lens cloth over both surfaces of the lens
and wipe gently. Repeat for both lenses. 

4. Hold the rear lens by the edges. Wrap the lens
cloth over both surfaces of the lens and wipe
gently. Repeat for both lenses. 

  Be careful not to put your fingers on the lens 
surfaces during cleaning.

3. 4.
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Reattaching the rear lenses
5.Pick up the rear lenses by the edges and align
to Position B in the middle position as shown.

6.Vertically lower the rear lens down onto  the
front lens.

7.Making sure the rear lens locator pins are aligned
correctly. 

The lens should now be securely reattached  to 
the frame.

Repeat the process to reattach the other 
rear lens.

5. 6. 7.

SET TO

POSITION
B
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